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igh school student Dawn works hard at suppressing
her budding sexuality by being the local chastity
group's most active participant. Her task is made

even more difficult by her bad boy stepbrother Brad's increasingly provocative behavior at home. A stranger to her own body,
innocent Dawn discovers she has a toothed vagina when she
becomes the object of violence. As she struggles to comprehend her anatomical uniqueness, Dawn experiences both the
pitfalls and the power of being a living example of the vagina
dentata myth.
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Mitchell Lichtenstein’s TEETH presents Jess Weixler in her first leading role
in a feature film. Jess was recently seen in Ishai Setton’s THE BIG BAD SWIM
as casino dealer/exotic dancer Jordan. Her other film credits include Daniel
Schechter’s GOODBYE BABY and Mark Levin’s LITTLE MANHATTAN. She will
also soon be seen in the short films “Blood in the Sand” (dir. Sam Gold) and
“Clear Out” (dir. Brian Mertes).
On television, Jess has appeared on ABC’s daytime drama “One Life to Live”
in a recurring role, and in Guest Starring roles on ABC’s “All My Children” and
CBS’s “The Guiding Light.” She has had Guest Starring roles on several
evening dramas, including NBC’s “Law and Order: Criminal Intent,” WB’s
“Everwood” and CBS’s “Hack.”
A graduate of the prestigious Juilliard School, Jess recently created the lead
role in Lee Blessing’s Great Falls at the Eugene O’Neill Theatre Center in
Waterford, Connecticut. Other theater credits include Jenny in Kelly Stuart’s
The New New and Dee in Steven Deitz’s Left To Right at Minneapolis’ Guthrie
Theater, Raina in the Barrington Stage Company (Massachusetts) production
of George Bernard Shaw’s Arms and the Man, and leads in the summer
Chekhov series at New York’s Lake Lucille. Jess has also performed in numerous productions at the Walden Theater, Alley Theater and Bunbury Theater in
her native Kentucky. Jess currently resides in New York City.
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John Hensley stars as Matt McNamara on the award-winning series “Nip/Tuck,”
currently in its fourth season on the FX Network. For the big screen, Hensley recently
starred in Theo Avgerinos’ comedy 50 PILLS and Joseph Ardery’s PEOPLES, a coming
of age drama about troubled youths in Kentucky.
Hensley made his television debut in 1999 on Comedy Central’s cult hit “Strangers
With Candy.” He went on to land the memorable role of Meadow’s high school
boyfriend on HBO’s award-winning series “The Sopranos.” Hensley also played the
lead in the ABC series “Madigan Men,” and the role of Gabriel Bowman in TNT’s
series “Witchblade.”
Kentucky-born Hensley attended Fort Lewis College in Colorado where he studied
humanities and immersed himself in the theater community. Before pursuing acting,
he spent three years in Wyoming as a horse-wrangler. Hensley currently resides in
Los Angeles.
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Dawn: I know we've never been close.
We've never been like sister and brother
and I really don't know why that is.
Brad: Sure you do. You know.
Dawn: I really don't. But whatever it is, I'd like for
it to change.
Brad: You know all that abstinence bullshit?
We all know who you've been saving yourself for...
And I've been real patient.

Melanie: There's something weird in my book.
Ryan: I have it too. A sticker. What's it hiding?
Mr. Griffith: The state school board has rightly ordered
that it be concealed: a detailed diagram of...
of the... the…
Ryan: Vulva?
The students laugh.
Ryan: Why are they covering that up?
They showed the penis picture.
Mr. Griffith: That's different.

>>

Ryan: How so?
Dawn: I think I can tell you how it's different.
Girls have a natural modesty.
It's built into our nature.
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Dawn: We have a gift. A very precious gift... I'm not just
talking to the girls. You guys, you have the same gift
to give. Are you gonna give that to some girl because
she looks like she just stepped out of a music video?
No. You're gonna hold on to it and share it with the
mother of your children. I mean, that's what the ring
is all about! The way it wraps around your finger?
That's to remind you to keep your gift wrapped; wrapped,
until the day you trade it in for that other ring:
that gold ring.

Dawn: I just always knew I wanted to wait until marriage.
Tobey: So no one's ever even touched your...
Dawn: Absolutely not! Gosh!
Dawn blushes.

>>

Tobey: I'm a virgin... in His eyes.
It was just once. About a year and a half ago.
I'm still dealing with the guilt.

Dawn: Actually, you're probably stronger now because
you've been there. I mean, you've seen the dangers
first hand.
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TEETH marks Mitchell Lichtenstein’s feature film directing debut. In 2004, he
wrote and directed a short film, RESURRECTION, which premiered in competition
at the Venice Film Festival, and went on to play many others, including London,
Tribeca, Miami and Nashville.
Mitchell is perhaps best known for his acting roles in Robert Altman’s
STREAMERS (Best Actor - Venice Film Festival 1983) and Ang Lee's
THE WEDDING BANQUET (Golden Bear - Berlin Film Festival 1993;
Nomination - Best Male Lead, Independent Spirit Award)
A graduate of Bennington College and the Yale School of Drama, Mitchell resides
in New York City. He is currently developing two film projects: HAPPY TEARS, a
family comedy, and A CHARMED LIFE, based on the Mary McCarthy novel.
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During the research, writing and making of TEETH, one idea always stood out: the
vagina dentata myth actually says very little about women and a whole lot about
men. It’s also amazing how such a preposterous notion still remains taboo.
In the many cultures in which the myth exists, the central story is always the same:
a hero must conquer the woman with the toothed vagina. I wanted to turn this
story around and make innocent teenager Dawn the heroine. So TEETH is a bit of
a female revenge fantasy about a seemingly normal girl who discovers she has a
superhuman power.
Although it’s pretty much the most basic gynophobic image, I hope it’s clear in
TEETH that I wanted to poke fun at the myth. I also wanted to expose the roots of
the myth: masculine fear.
Since scary stories usually deal with primitive fears, I guess some people will see
this as some kind of twisted horror film. But I hate movies in which women are
merely victimized. I very deliberately made certain my heroine stayed clean of
blood. She remains pure, never defiled by her attackers, never truly violated.
That said, I still think there are a few scenes which will satisfy gore fans. And
even in its most horrific moments, I hope everyone will have a few laughs.
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COMING OF AGE

When I decided to create a real-life case of vagina dentata, I realized there were a lot
of things to consider, a lot of choices to make. One thing was for sure: I didn’t want my
heroine Dawn to be a monster. I also knew I wanted to focus on her self-discovery.
I essentially wanted to tell the coming of age story of this young woman. Dawn being
a virgin was the core element among a lot of issues. Making Dawn a member of a chastity
group allowed the character to delay finding out the truth about her anatomical uniqueness.
Dawn has been kept from knowing her body -- by her teachers, her peers, society, herself.

BEFORE THE FALL

THE GOLD STICKER

I remember reading about this Lynchburg (Virginia)
school board’s censorship of an illustration of a woman’s
vagina in a high school biology textbook. The school
board allowed the penis diagram, but deemed the inner
vagina drawing a violation of a woman’s natural modesty.
The most shocking thing about this story is that it
happened in the year 2000. I think it’s medieval to see
such perpetuation of a squeamishness, a distaste, a fear
of female anatomy. Over the past 25 years, there have
been numerous other instances involving the hindering of
sex education. The result of all this is that young
people suffer from ignorance. In one of the classroom
scenes in TEETH, I also hint at the ongoing US debate
about evolution being taught in public schools, another
potential threat to young minds.

When she falls for handsome Tobey, Dawn reaches a
crossroads in her belief system built around sexual
abstinence. So part of the film is about this teen
romance, a quintessential first love which ultimately
leads to Dawn’s awakening to her sexuality, womanhood
and the truth about her anatomical uniqueness. It’s
a big moment for sheltered Dawn when she decides
to be alone with Tobey for the first time out at
the swimming hole. This innocent notion seems almost
unbelievably old-fashioned in this day and age of
oversexed advertising. Dawn and Tobey appear even
more awkward in the scene where they first see one
another in bathing suits. I chose a very idyllic
natural environment because I wanted Dawn and
Tobey to experience a “before the Fall” moment,
very Adam and Eve.
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BRAD

THE POWER WITHIN

In the many cultures in which the vagina
dentata myth exists, the central story is
always the same: a hero must conquer the
woman with the toothed vagina. I wanted
to turn this story around and make Dawn
the heroine. So TEETH is a bit of a female
revenge fantasy. Dawn is just a typical
teenager who ends up discovering she has a
superhuman power. The set-up is similar to
that in super hero movies: Dawn uses her
power against the bad guys who get their
comeuppance. At first Dawn goes through
a sort of denial, a fear of what she has
down there. Then eventually, she embraces
the idea of her power within and how it
evolves her.
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THE PROMISE

Brad has been obsessed with his stepsister
Dawn since they were little. Her biting of
his finger can be considered his first sexual
experience, which colors the rest of his life.
Pain ends up becoming part of his erotic
language, either inflicted on his girlfriend
Melanie or on himself through tattoos and
piercings. His preference for anal sex is also
a result of that first scarring childhood
contact with a vagina. Brad becomes more
and more frustrated by his inability to
possess Dawn, intensified by a repressed
memory: what lurks between her legs?

It made sense to me that Dawn would eventually be drawn to a chastity group like the
fictional “The Promise” to help her subconsciously delay knowledge of her vaginal teeth.
Growing up around her stepbrother Brad’s creepy sexual vibe has probably put her off sex
somewhat, too. So Dawn finds safety in the group, and solace from her problems at home
with her sick mother. It’s also the place where Dawn shines as a star speaker in her fight to
block out anything referring to sexuality.
My intention wasn’t to make fun of these groups in TEETH, although such zealousness as
demonstrated by Dawn and her friends can appear pretty amusing to non-believers. I have
nothing against chastity groups as long as they don’t withhold knowledge from young people.
On the other hand, there’s little evidence that teens who participate in chastity programs
actually abstain from intercourse longer.
Across America, many schools regularly host chastity pledges and rallies similar to those
seen in TEETH. The US government spends an estimated $100 million annually to fund sexual
abstinence programs. This is a direct result of the "family values" movement of the early
1980s, when Congress passed the Adolescent Family Life Act to fund chastity education.
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HORROR AND GORE

Since scary stories usually deal with primitive fears,
I guess some might see TEETH as a kind of twisted
horror film. But I didn’t set out to make a horror film.
The other scripts I’ve written are very far from horror.
In fact, I was never into horror films. As a kid, I loved
the 50’s radiation inspired sci-fi movies. I hate movies
in which women are merely victimized. I very deliberately
made certain Dawn stayed clean of blood in TEETH.
She remains pure, never defiled by her attackers, never
truly violated. That said, I still think there are a few
scenes which will satisfy gore fans. If you don’t cover
your eyes, you will see cut-off penises.

Even in its most horrific moments, I hope everyone will have a
few laughs in TEETH. Although it’s pretty much the most
basic gynophobic image, I hope it’s clear that I wanted to
poke fun at the vagina dentata myth. Talented costume
designer Rita Ryack brought in many subtle touches of humor
by accenting the sweet moral center of Dawn and her friends.
I also wanted the visual composition and music to punctuate
whenever possible the quirky nature of the characters and
their situations. The actors remained truthful emotionally to
the plot’s far-fetched ideas. There are obstacles to overcome
in every romance. But pushing that notion to the extreme with
Dawn just made everything more fun for me.
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THE COOLING TOWERS

TEETH was shot in and around Austin, Texas, in March and
April 2006, but in such a way as to give the film a generic
suburban American feel. Although the city itself is disguised,
some people may recognize the natural beauty of neighboring
Krause Springs and Hamilton Pool in the swimming sequence.
I wanted Dawn’s neighborhood to have a depressing workingclass look, similar to what so much of suburban America seems
to be becoming. The nuclear plant cooling towers looming in the
background are thanks to computer graphics.
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ORIGINS + METAPHORS

I first heard about the vagina dentata myth in college.
I remember the subject came up in a literature class taught
by my professor, author Camille Paglia. Since then I’ve
always noticed how variations on that myth are used
metaphorically in horror and sci-fi movies. Most she-monsters
can be seen as representations for the toothed vagina, itself
already a metaphor for male fear of women. This additional
remove is what I always found disturbing because it masks
the original fear, assuring that it never be resolved and
allowing monstrous qualities to continue to be attributed to
women. I hope TEETH exposes this by confronting the vagina
dentata myth directly and playing with its preposterous and
still taboo nature.

DAWN IS THE FIRST

Perhaps the most difficult part of creating Dawn was
pondering the question of how she was created. I finally
decided that wasn’t really for me to decide, but I do
give a couple possibilities in TEETH. As a tribute to the
radiation movies I so loved as a child, there is a suggestion
that Dawn’s uniqueness is the result of the looming cooling
towers of the nuclear power plant next door. I’d also like
to think that maybe women have finally anatomically
adapted to their environment after thousands of years of
repression, oppression and various other -sions. Despite all
our great strides, violence against women still exists. Women
are raped, forcibly circumcised... So maybe Dawn is an
example of nature adapting to this male-dominated world.
In any case, however it happened, Dawn is the first.

CAN YOU SAY VAGINA?

I don’t think it could have been possible even 10 years
ago to make a movie with this kind of focus on the
vagina. We’re talking about a word that some people
are still uncomfortable saying out loud. Rumors about
the subject matter alone caused up quite a stir during
the shoot. Plus, in this male-dominated movie industry,
I doubt many men have been eager to depict the
results of an encounter with the vagina dentata.
It’s also a tricky subject that can too easily be
misconstrued as misogynist or sexist.
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Vagina dentata is Latin for toothed vagina. It is the
classic symbol of men's unconscious fear that a
woman has the power to cut off her partner’s penis.
The vagina dentata appears in the myths of
practically all cultures, modern and ancient alike,
regardless of religion. The myth expresses the
threat sexual intercourse poses for men who,
although entering triumphantly, always leave
diminished.
Many people consider female genital mutilation a
male reaction to castration fears. If this is true,
then there are an estimated two million new female
victims every year.
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In 2005, South African inventor Sonette Ehlers unveiled
the "rapex", an anti-rape female condom lined inside
with microscopic barbs that hook onto the rapist's
penis and can only be removed surgically. In an article
about the Rapex condom, Ehlers said she was inspired
to invent the device after meeting a victim who told her
"If only I had teeth down there.”

There may be a medical origin to the vagina
dentata myth. Dermoid cysts are formed by the
outer layers of embryonic skin cells. In rare
instances, these cells are able to mature into bone,
hair and even teeth, and these cysts are able to
form anywhere the skin folds inwards, such as in
the vagina.
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TEETH
207 W 25 Street
Suite 600
NY, NY 10001
Tel 212 255 2340
www.teethmovie.com

Jess Weixler
John Hensley
Josh Pais
Hale Appleman
Ashley Springer
Vivienne Benesch
Lenny Von Dohlen
Nicole Swahn
Julia Garro
Adam Wagner

Dawn
Brad
Dr. Godfrey
Tobey
Ryan
Kim (Dawn’s Mother)
Bill (Brad’s Father)
Melanie (Brad’s Girlfriend)
Gwen (Dawn’s Friend)
Phil (Dawn’s Friend)
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Written and Directed by
Director of Photography
Costume Designer
Production Designer
Editor
Music by
Production Sound Mixer
Prosthetic Effects Supervisor
Visual Effects
Main Title Sequence & Digital Intermediate
Post Production Sound
Music Supervisor
Casting

Mitchell Lichtenstein
Wolfgang Held
Rita Ryack
Paul Avery
Joe Landauer
Robert Miller
Ben Lowry
Doug Field
TexFX (Austin)
DIVE (Philadelphia)
David Briggs
Lewis Goldstein
Beth Amy Rosenblatt
Billy Hopkins, Suzanne Crowley,
Kerry Barden, Paul Schnee

Produced by Joyce Pierpoline
Mitchell Lichtenstein
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